
12-15 sticks found outside on a nature walk. Sticks
can be as thick as your thumb or as thin as your
pinky and can be any length!
Twine, rope, yarn or thread. 
Scissors

Animals live in many different types of homes! What are some
types of homes that you've seen animals live in? 

Beavers build lodges, birds build nests, ants build nests with
deep tunnels, rabbits dig burrows and even people build homes
to keep us warm and dry! 

Today we're making a type of animal home using sticks and any
type of twine, rope or yarn that you have! 

Nature Craft
Animal Homes

Supplies
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Nature Craft

Create a loop
rolling the line

from right to left
with the lead

passing behind the
line.

Learning a Clove Hitch

2

Create a second
loop rolling the

line from right to
left with the lead

passing behind the
line (facing the

opposite way from
the last one).

Bring the loops
together with the

right hand loop on
top of the left hand

loop.

Place both loops
over the your stick
and pull to tighten.

If it doesn't stay
tight adjust step 3

and try again. 
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Nature Craft
Animal House Instructions

2
Take your thickest
sticks and use the

clove hitch that
you just learned on
one stick. Place the
other stick by the
knot to make an L

shape. 

Wrap your twine or
string around the
sticks going in an

over under pattern
until it's secure.

Continue those 2
steps until you
have made a

square.

Once your square is
secure, take your

string and fasten it
to one corner of

your square using
any knot.  Bring your

string to the
diagonal corner and

fasten it again. 

Repeat this step on
the other side so

that you have a clear
X in the middle of

your square of
sticks!
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Nature Craft
Animal House Instructions

6
Take your next

thickest sticks and
start sliding them
in between your
fastened square

and the string X so
that they fit snugly. 

Continue adding
sticks in an

alternating pattern
until you run out
of sticks or your
string is too tight
to fit any more

Your house will have
space underneath,
what size animal
could fit in your

house? A mouse? A
squirrel? A raccoon?

You can use your
house for a

decoration or put it
outside to see if you
attract any animals
looking for a home!


